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Foreword

r

Spyro Kalomitsines is a teacher of problm solvjag471.who writcys frOin his experience hi training

students with strong desires to succeed in solving difficult problems in' mathematics. This report de.
scribes general methods of problem solving that he has found to be helpful in his teaching. It also

presents the results of a theoretical effort in which he fonnulate41 the heuristic principles of one of
the methods explicitly, anti implemented them in a computational Model of problem solving.

Many 'of us hope that the concepts and methods of cognitive psychology can be used profitably
by teachers and other developers of educational materials to help provide clear and definite expressions

of *their ideas and methods. Kalomitsines' report gives an example that provides justification for
this hope.
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Abstract

This study concerns two main difficulties experts and novices often

have iA solving problems, and suggests appioaches for eliminating them.

'The first 4s the .difficulty people have- 'in .using their, khowledge to

reach the decisive solution idea. The'proposed method for eliminating

this difficulty consists of a directed enrichment of the problem space,

and will be presented in the way used in class, as well as in a

different form, as a problem-solving process. A computer 4-prOgram which

solves problems by. using the method is also presented. A second

difficulty people have iii following an' alternative 'procedore- is th4t,

they make circles around the problem. The method proposed here presents

a scheme to be used in generating approachestO thecprdblem.
I
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SOME NEW WAYS OF PROCtEDING' IN PROBLEM SOLVING.

Two new methods will be presented here, to help people overcome

difficulties.that often occur ip problem solving.

The first method is (`called the "method of description", and- is used. '

when the problem solver has come to an impasse in his solution attempt,

The method isbased on a directed enrichment of the problem space, Wand

-.will be presented here in two forms: First, the original form of the

method will be preOented,:ait has been used for about three years in

the,author's clasieot:15 to 28 year-old high school students -SecOs'' e nd,

a more formal 'version of- the method will be -presentees; as a list of

principles.. Finally, a . condense&compUter program.will be presented,

where the prograM automatically solves rather :difficult problems by

using the methadTn a small area of algebra and geometry .1

The second-method,-called "getting out of loops," is used whed, in

the' solution peocess, we see that we are lopping circles around the

problem. This method helps one to get out of the loop, by using a novel.-

scheme that generates'neW approaches to. the problem.

Thislist'of principles was made atl the suggestion of James

Greeno.

/
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The Method of Description

P

In order to make their students more effigient:in 'solving pro'blems,

- many mathematics teachers teach special methods (heuristic strategies).
v

One such method is used for solving compleic 'problems with many,;

. variables. In. this, method a person solVes an analogousproblem with
'

fewer variables andthen tries to ex/Slott, either the method or the

result of that solution (Schoenfeld, 1,980)., Another such method is the

pattern of two loci (Polya4 1967) : Many lists of such useful'

_,.insti.uctions are available.

Experienced pi-oblem solvers in a specific domain (e.g.. algebra)

.can, after careful observation, classify solutions according to the

1
common characteristics they have, so. they can derive useful heuristic

strategies- for other similar problems. But as every problem solver

know4, this procedure of making' heuristic strategies for special cases.

of problems Is endless, because there will always be'prOblems where none

of these,strate§ies woUldwork. siould always try to extend the list

.,f these strategiesto new areas. But it may not be possible to devise

a new heuristic strategy before firidng the solution of a novel problei.

Such a thing might even be a,contradiction. VeCcan only try possible

strategies that worked for other-parially similar problems, or we can

apply theorems, etc., hoping that we can 'find the solution.

Sometimes we can, after a' few trials,. decide roughly what the

solution .might be like and develop,a'strittegy that seems to be suitable

in this situation. In this way, new strategies can be found while

working on a problem, but invention of new strategies before any trial

seems very unlikely.

I
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A common situation is one where we have reached an impasse, either

frOm the beginning, or after Some steps, although the required knowledge

exists in our minds. Let me emAasize here, 'that I believe this is the

most usual difficulty 'in problem solving, People fail to make use of
4,1

knowledge that they actually have Certain 'constraints in people's

minds, useful in other cases, prevent them from finding.the way to the

crucial idea.

Let me clarify the situation here. For a certain solver< all

-problems can be divided into: two sets. Thelone set-of problems includes

the problems for which an algorithm, is already in the mind. For

example, if a linear differential equation is given, the same algorithm

can be applied as was used in' a similar case.

For the other set, the rest of the,,
4i0

Problems, only one general

method can4je'applied: trial and error. If no known strategy seems to

work, a trial and error 'method takes place in an attempt to reduce the

difference between the givens and the goal. We apply'anything available

that seems likely to fill a part of the difference. The belief that we

understand what this difference glades us toward a certain subset of,
, .

. 1
all possible alternative actions to.try, thus reducing their number. So

we often find a ,solution after some trials, perhaps after .the first

trial. However, there are.many eases where this limitatlon of .

alternatives. is the reason' for failure. This is often the case, for

example, when we get stuck at the.start of a problem and reak1ze, when

given the solution later, that the relevnt knowledge-had been present

_all along.
. A
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Polya (1957) tried dramatically to help people
-A
in this difficult

situation. here is an excerpt Tram his instructions: "...combine the

details differently, approach them from different sides...try to see a,-
,-

new meaning in. each detail..." Similarly, Wickelgren (1974) tried to
4 N

focus the reader's attention or the same matter, giving more _specific'

instructions thin Polya in the chapter entitled "Inference." Finally, I

think that teachers, using special heuristic strategies, succeed in

overcoming this difficulty following,amindirect method, by "trapping"

the problem into one of their strategies. But this succeeds only ip a

fraction of the cases, as I explained before. Besides, even, if a

problem can be soioved by a certain known strategy, there are sometimes

,roblems in.knowing how to.apply, the strategy (Schoenfeld, 1980).

Ihe ilnstructions of Polya and Wickelgren are very good -and have

focused on the right.issue, but they cannot always be applied. So, fbr

thoSe people who need.more specific instructions, a problem arises: How

-can someone see new meaning in each/detail, or how can someone force his

mind to draw the right:kutnferences withgertainty? This matter has been

bothering me for many years, and I have been trying-hard to extend'the

instructions so th'at they would' be more dynamic and active. As a

teacher of mathematics for many yeari, I have had many opportunities to

try out my new ideas on my stydents.tkfter Many trials, I have devised

a very simple method which I call the "method of description." This

method has' proven effective in improving people's problem-solving

abilities. The me pod tries to give power to people in very pimple

ways, so that they increase *their chances, to quickly see "the new

meaning in each,detail," or to draw the right inferences.

1 0'



7.

1iere is thelnethod, in its original form, as it' is used in the

classroOm. .First we read the problem many times until we have fully

grasped the givens ana'the goal. We try for a while to solve it. Now

suppose that the problem is not a routine one: none of the strategies

we know seem to be applicable and no other-idea comes to mind about. how
r4

to solve it. The problem appears to be a new and difficult one. This'

is 'a case in which we would start applying our method. The -method of

description should , be applied after'having made such an Investigation,

or aftei- having.made attempts tb solve the problem and having come to a

dead end.

4
To use the method of description, we take the various parts or

details of the\ problem and we try to recall al; relevant knowledge.

Because there is danger that some constraints may interNlene and prevent

the crucial idea from emerging, we should do thi&: -While looking at a'

part of'the problem, we temporarily try hard to forget the rest of the

problem:_ We focus our attention on this part independently and then we;

start recalling anything relevant-. We write down anything that ,we

recall' in short notes. This. way of writing down short notes helps thenoes.
11*

mind in recalling more information, as well as the eye in recognizing

quickly the required idea while scanning the notes later.

Some more analysis and, claripcation of the metbod will be given

through examples. Three examples will be given: one puzile which will

be followed by further discussion and commbpts, and two prdblems taken

from actual work in the clasi-oom.

,
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Applig4419a Q. the Method a Description: Example 1
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The problem. consider`' the puzzle shown. in Figure 1. You are given
-

checlipiboard and 32 dominoes. Each domino

squares on the board. Thus, the 32. dominoes

the checkerboard. Ntaw'' suppose one square

covers exactAr two adjacent

can cover ,p11 64 squares of '

is cut .off from 'Iaal of two

diagonally' opposite dornei-s of the bpa4. I's it possible to place 31

dominoes on 4the board so that all of the-re6iidsng 62 squares are '

.

covered?, If so, show how it cane be done; if not, prove it is

Wossible. You can try for a while .to solve it before reading onv

Solution-by the method 0.1 description. Many people find it very

hard to''' solve this problem. Let us start the method of description.

What doI see in this'problem?

I ha've 62 squargp.

I have 31 dominoes.

Each domino is rectangOar: (feed back)

What are the properties of rectangles?

Parallel sides, congruent angles/congruent diagonals, etc.

What else do I see?

Let us focus or another detail

Each domino'covers two squares.

The two squares have a common side.

The:two squares have different colors.

So one domino covers one. black andone white square.

Here I see a sim.1.0..lcorrespondence.

domino covers 1 black square. and 1 white square. (feedback)

e,

0
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10.

So, 31 dominoes cover 3,1 black squares and 31 white squai-es.

Is .that possible?

How many qquares do we hive?

'What-Are their colors?

Let us-be careful here.

We have 62,squares.
/

Two white squires have been removed.

SoLthere are 30 white and 32 black squares.
A

We can of course go on describing, but let s stop and take a lick

look at everything we have written s ar. Is t possible that the

crucial idea is contained in what we have noticed? Yes.; obviously. We

have proved that X31 dominoes can cover 31 black and-31 white 4quares,

but our 'checkerboard has only 304white and 32 black squares . so it is

impossible for the 31 dominoes to cover them all.

4
Discussion. What most people Will have ignbred or overlooked is

the fact that both of the absent squares are white, and that each de;mino

covers one white and one black square. This Observation is the crucial

idea, whiph unless you go about the problem in the propoSed way (by

describing in 'short notes), 41iLprdbably escape you, as/ experiments-,

have proven. The (color of the, squares is the information 'that most

people fail to use. This information, is in an implicit or semi-implicit

form, and.by desfribing we nake it-explicit.

Using the methdd of description means following, this advice: If

you cannot solve your problem, trion4t'go straight to the target. Go

aroundr.it. Describe everything fully. Include all the features that.

you notice (feedback). In a very short time the crucial idea will be

written on the paper in 'front of you, and then all you ha4to do is to

vt.

1-4



reAgnize it.. It is not difficult to ignore the irrelevant data, which

can be done byre- examining all the information you have recorded. If

you have prepared your mind, as Pasteur said, it will be easier to

recognize the crucial idea, and you will not become lost in the enlarged

problOW space._ This is,one of the reasons we use shortuotes.

Some readers may argue here that 'a danger of getting lost in. the
,

large problem space reduces the value of the method. But I can answer

with the following: (a) Before .starting to describe, we urge the

.student to "go around" the problem,-etc., (a preliminary work). This is

necessary, because then the mind will be prepiared. Furthermore,

searching around 'the problem to see whether any similarity exists

-between ,this problem and another with a known solution, or thinking if

any known strategy can be applied, etc., can be considered to be a part

of*the description. lifter'saCh ark investigation we come to, the detailed

description, if we are already stuck. (b) One question: WAidh.do you

lirefer; to abandon the attempt'after: getting stuck, to search in a

narrow but sterile space, or to search in i somewhat lai-ger space that

most probably contains the crucial idea?

If you cannot find the crucial idea immediately, continue to draw

more inferences by

again. You must have

feeding back, describing, and scanning your data

patience, perseverance, a .good understanding of
,

the method, and the will to solve the problem. With practice, the usual

hesitation to bring out the right idea will disappear. (Soli* strange

inhibition or lack of courage prevents us from makin.g information

explicit that is presented in a subtle way.) Thtse are the constraints

have already talked about.

15



12.
41

It is rather like .a battle.. If we khqw only a-few things abOut the

.

enemy, it is unwise to go straight athim. It is better to go around
.

.. .

the enemy first, to gather any information we can -hand to try to discover

his weak points. In problems-we have to find the subtle points.

There is something that i-Mould like to emphasize here:. A certain-

kind of training in the method ,of dercription .11s proven useful,. Before.

giving students exales, they should be given, training in which -they

are given little.phra&es and are asked to say'as many things.as.they

can.= For example; give students' the phrase "isosceles :triangle" Nnd ask

them to describe just this phrase. The following "ight-belpant Of the

response:
. ..,

Y

It has two congruent sides.

It has two angles. r

It'is symmetrical abOut'a'n axis.

The bisec4Ors of the two equal-angles are eqUal in length.

'Mere are two congruent medians:

There are'xito congruent altitudes . (feedback)

The same is true of the medians, as well as of the bisectcfrs

4

(feedback)

What are the properties of congruent triangles?

etc..'

If we train ourselves properly, we can extend this, process almost

-infinitely. Ultimately we shall be able to'do it silently, writing down

only a few pieces of, information, or not writing at all. If this method

is .applied by a class of students, we shall undoubtedly observe

individual differences in terms of the inferences drawn. 'Where does

this situation. lead? First, there is the possibility that different

16
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13.

ways of solving a problem will emerge. -,,Second, if a problem is

extremely difficult, the various ideas that have arisen will produce

still more by feedbacksihen presented to the class, ,and. so our \chances

of hitting on the crilcial idea are greatly increased`
4

AMplication Qi4tbe Idatio1D40.21 Description:

)

a

a

Figure 2

17
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14.
a

Another example'involvesp rather difficult problem of Euclidian.

geometry. I gave it once to a class of students, untrained in the

'method of descriptIonc:as homewdrk. The next day, they all. came in

complaining that it was toe difficult to be solved. also gave it to a

class of students trained ii the method -of description. At first

reminded them of the method and I urged them to use it very intensively.
. -

A number of the students solved it. Here is the problem (s igure 2),

and the solution. given 4 one student:

Ihe problem. You are given an acute triangle ABC and its altitude

AD. The goal is to construct, an isosceles triangle EDF, (ED = EF) with

angle DEF having .a given measure 9, and the vertices E,F lying on' the

sdis AC and AB correspondingly.

solutIon b the =had Q1 description. Here is an

example) of the solution that a. student gave,.. using the method of

description:



t,k 4

a)

B

A

Figure

J

I
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16.

4

I can describe the main parts, but let me fir:st separate them (see

Figure 3).

7

Seeing ABC, what relations can.I recall?

),Adet me start writing.

Angle:! Ay+ 13 + C = 180 (A is the abbrevaition for mlBAC.)

IBC Aet < < BC + AC etc.

AD is the altitude.

AD is perpendicular to BC.

So we have r.i4ht angles.

We also have right triangles.1

Let me write any relations I recall:

(AB? (AD)2 4. DBDS2

(AC? (AD)2 + (DC)?

(AB)2 = (AC? + (tC)2 2 (BC) (DC)

(AC)2 = + (BC)2 2 (BC) (BD)

triangle ABD 4 D = 90 , A,+ B = 90

etc.

3. Triangle EDF

It istisosceles, ED = EF.

miE = 8, mLD = miF

But m1D + mLF + mLE = 180, (feedback).

Solution of the equation 2(mD) + IDLE = 18014mLD (180-8)/2

So)the measure of D is known: (180-8)/2.

That Ise the angles ol'triangle EDF are constant.

Triangle with constant angles. (feedback)

The ratio of two of its sides is a constant:

Also, (EF/FD) = A , (DF/ED)' = 1/A

20

(Dg( DF) = Aft
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I

4. (See Figure 14)

W1iat do-I have here no (feedback)

mLFDE is known, let us call
4

=ARE is also f.

ratio (DE/DF) =A, etc.

Can I find the position of

Can I exploit the above relations?

A known angle, a known ratio.'

Yes, it reminds me of a-known algorithm, the.coMbination: of a

rotation and a dilation.3

2Let t be the set,of all the isosceles triangles with angles e and,
4i8o-e)/2, and let IC$ be a certain triangle belonging. to T.. If,r141M1
is any other triangle_of:T, then KL/LM =Icla'/L'141'..: that is, for, any
triangle, the ratio equals the constant KL/LM.

. 3In the students' geometry textbook, there Was a ,Chapter where
various geometrical transformations were studied.- One of the cases
there was the case of ,a rotation about a point followed by a dilation:
((In our case, the rotation of AB about point D through the (180-e)/2
angle, and then the dilation of the Image of AB, with center D and scale
A will map AB to another segment A'B'. The intersection of .AC,

gives the required E.))
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Application a t4c.bibt114;d a.Fescription: Examala 3.
4

probicm. ProVe that $5552222

I

+ 22222222 is divisible- by .,7.

Stop reading and try to solve it by yourself.

Two students' solutions. I once gave this problem to my stvdents,

who had been trained in the, method of description. One of them began a

description like this:

What do I *et() here?

I see the sum of twoepowers.

There appear tir numbers 5555, 2222.

What inferences can I draw?

5555 = 5 x 1111; 2222 = 2 x 1111. (feedback)

It reminds me of the properties of powers.

(ak)n ang ank (an )k

(52)1111 x' (11112)1111 4 (25) 1111 x (11115)1111

or (5
2
x 11112)1111 + (2 x 11115)111

Whit do I see now? The sum of two powers with the same odd

exponent 1111.

(feedback) It reminds me of the identity.

an + bn .F (a + ,b) (an-1 7 an-217 t ; bn-1)

'So we have:'

(52 x 11112 + 25.1x 11115.) (5555
2 (1110) + 2222 2 (1110)

Stop reading and go on by yourself.'

Let's now try to see,What the remainder is of the.diVision.

(52 x 11112 +25 x11115)/7



4

19.

s

It is.very.easy now to find this remainder, either by making use of

simple number .theorir, or by Oividing the result of 52 x 1111 + 25 x

11115, which is simple. So,we see that the remainder is-zero, and thus

the problem is solved.

N.

Another stud@nte a different description:

h

What o

t
I see ,here? -

I see e sum of twQ powers.

I see 5's and 2's only.
4

What is the goal? ,

To prove that the givensum is ,divisible by 7.

Let me repeat:

5's, 2's, 7 ... 5, 2, 7. ,-

these numbers?Is there anything to connect

5 + 2

or 2 = 7 - 5

What about dur'problem?

Z222 = 7/77 - 5555

Let me use Ais:

55552222.

(a b)n

55555555

77775555

+ (7777 5555)5555 =
A= an nan b...

[but according to the formula,

1011) 55552222

- ... is obviously divisible by 7:

So the rest of the expression must be divisible by 7:

55552222 5555),55 = 55552222 (1 55553333 )

23

OM.



20.

Since. 55552222

divisible by 7

But since 5555

a remainder of

is not divisible by 7. 1 - 55553333 must be

or 55553333/7 must leave a rema.tnder.,of 1.

leaves a remaihder of 1, so 55551111' also gives

1 0g141 mb e r theory) .

Flqa14y 1 - 55553333 is dtvlsible by 7

solved..

and the problem 1)1;114's



The Method of Getting Out of Loops 4

I think this method will be better presented if we start

immediately with examples.

EiAu g licatiQn at- the =hod a Getting Out LOVX: Callaae 1-
i.

"sr
The problem. You are given four separate piece's of chain that are

each three links in length. (see Figure 4) . It costs 2 cents to open a

link and 3 cents to close a link..A11 links are closed at the beginning

of the problem. Your goal is to join all 12 links ,of chain into a

single circle at a cost of no more than 15 centa(see Figure 4).

.

Figuie 4

Sample solution. Most.people,fall into a loop while trying to

solve this problem. You can also try for a while to solve it befbre

reading on. Here is the method:



22.

1
Divide the paper into two equal parts separated by a straight line.'

On the left half try to write a description of all the attempts you have

made to solve the problem or all the procgdures you have followed. *If

some attempts. lOok similar don't take to-O.' lovg deddribing them all

indiladually* Is-useless. Describe them only according to their

class. So it would be better to classify them befJre writing, itR.,

suppose that'you started by opening the end links of the first piece 'of
,

chain and then you joined the one end of the first 154ece with one end4bf

the' second piece of chain. You continue by openill e other end link

of the second piece of chain and joining it to lone end of the third
f

piece, etc. Continuing'in this way you fail to solve ,the problem, so

then you start again, for instance, by opening the end links of the

second piece, and joiniqo one of them with the Ind link of another

piece, etc. Obviously the second procedure you have attempted is

similar to the first, ancb if the first will not solve the problem, the

second is unlikely to either. Always.beware of similar approaches., AIL

After identifying Such similarities, we go on describing* on the

left-hand side of the paper, while on the right7handside we try our

beit to express all possible negations. One of these negations will

often give us the crucial idea to enable us to get out of the loop. If

you, do not see the crucial idea immediately, p o1 and find some 'more

negations.

s.,

4,

26
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A.11111 description a
nuempti =procedures

What have I done?
.1 have tried to join all
the links into a circle.

rhave tried by opening the
end'links ofone piece and
Joining them to the end
of another piece,. etc.

.*

All =Bible negatlana

I don't open the end links, but
I other links. I open any .

-:.Jainopenks. I open the middle links.
I open the end and middle links,
etc.

Don't he #itate to wrIpleilanythi4 ii the 'right7hand
c

negates the-first half,.' Noy have a'quicklook at the right-hand side of

the,pagie...;:i. As not'difficult to recognize the crucial idea Open the

23.

column which ^

'N7'
'), .

end sel5V,4,ditle' links. The solution'isas follows:. We open all three

links of one piece - it costs 2 cents x 3 =.6,Cents
.

k

two. end links with each opened link - 3 cents, x' 14
is 6 cents + 9 cents = 1S cents.

0 e)00

If you still find it difficult to find negations, you can follow

Then we connect

9 cants. The total

this simpleway: Take or sentence the left side, i.e., I have

tried by opening the end links of one piece. ,+

Now repeat the sentence Inserting the woioi:Nnots in various places

between the. words. Some of the sentences produced in this way may have

no meaning; however, some may havecsome meaning which

use try here:

I hhVe, not tried by, opening the

I have tried by not opening the

I have tried by opening not the

end, etc.

end, etc.

end, etc.

Obviously this last sentence includes

the middle link.-

27
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is required. Let"
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Discussion. Using this method you can succeed in getting rid of

the strange hesitation people often have about changing procedure.

Narhaps'previously learned associations prevent our minds from grasping

the 'correct procedure "for a solution: Unnecessary constraints are.often

introduced that keep us on the wrong track.

We get stuck on the idea that we qhould join the chains end- to-end

.

because that is the way in which we normally join Lengths of similar

Objects, like pieces of string. We get, used to working with certain

ideas that we find convenient. For that reason, too much knowledge is
1 , v .

often as much of a disadvantagei as too little. When we have a great
.. ,.

deal of knowledge, we someti get confused about which bits to use,

and we are in danger of falling to the trap of getting stuck on one

piece of information, or one procedure. When we have only a little

kno4 wledge, we are more receptive to new ideas and methods. On the other

hand, difficulties arise from the fact that we are unaware of the

existence of similar problems or knowledge which might have helped us.

im214Qatippn the mathml 21 ,Getting Out 21 14007s: Example 2

The probleir. You are given six matches and you are asked to make

-four=equil4eral triangles with them.

Try for a while-before reading on.

*28;



a le, Solution using th2 met od Q/ getting out 21 loops.

A lull dracr132119.n szf
attewts QE PrQcedure$

First'I made one triangle

When I tried to make a
second witti a.common side.

This left only one match.
Is there anything I have not
mentioned?
I am trying to do it. on my
table, etc.

too

1

All, pogsible

I don't make only one triangle
first, but more.

I don't try to make a second, but
two moire .

25.

Let me not try doing it on a table.
Let me try doing it a.plane.
Let me ,try doing it in.space.
(crucial.idea)

The solution is to make a tetrahedron in three dimensions (see Figure

5) .
VW

1

Figure 5

4

Id%
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20/1042fii2n. After some-practice we shall be able 'to go through

this process without going through all the steps. We shall be able to

find the right idea or the right procedure quickly, by writing down only

a few pieces of information.

Analyze fully- what you have

This methpd summarized as follows:

done until now, then try, to' express

negations in all possible ways. This increases flexibility and helps

*tyou to change procedures after you have-gotten rid of all unnecessary

constraints. Maybe hbre it is the word "triangle," which refers to .a

figure in a plane, and which constrains our brain to attempt solutions

in a plane.

Application a The Method Q.00-tiikig Out as Lams: Examp3e 3

The problem. Eliminate 7a", from these two, equations:

x3 sina + y3 cosa = c3 sina cosa

x3 .cosa + y3 sina = c3 cos2a,,

Try for while before reading on.

A sample solution. If you try to eliminate WaN by

or sina or cosa in terms of x and'y,

applying our method by yourself.,

rrocedures

I try to express sina in
terms terms of x,y.

I try to express cosa in
terms of x,y, but the
same difficulty arises.

I try combinations.by trial
and error, but again I come

-to :a dead end.

expressing "a"

you will come to a dead end. Go on

Negations

Let me not. try to express, sina in
. terms of x,y.

.Let me not try with cosa either.

li,et me tryranother transformation.
Let me try to express not sina. '

Let me express x and y in terms
of sina, cosa.
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We regard these two equations as simultaneous equations in -which

x3, y3 are the variables. A 'similar problem would be:

ax3 + by3 = c

0a' x3 = c'

Why should we follow this procedure? Never ask this question in

problems. At this point'we cannot know where the'procedure will lead,

-or, indeed, if it will produce anything useful: This question will-lead

to dangerous hesitation. , We l always hope that the new form of the

problem will show us, the way to the -solution, and this very often

happens. After solving this.sys0tem, we 'simplify and finally:.

x3 = c3 cos3 a =,)x = c cosa

y3 =: c3 sin3 a y = c sina

Thus we arrive at two very simple equations, andthe solution. to

our problem is' obvious. I can solVe the statement cosa = x/c and

sukSstitute the second y = c sins, = ±c41 - cos2a , or better:

y2 = c2 (1 "' cos2 a) and thence

y2 = c2 ((1 . (X2/t2))

Dificuallan. 'In this problem, math people introduce the unnecessary

constraint of trying to express the variables to be eliminated in terms

of the others, because in other problems they have followed this

procedure. Try to get away from the preconceived ideas you have in your

head. So, if you feel you have gotten into kloop:

Negate your progress to date.

What other possible courses exist

Negate the method you have been using.

Negate the, form of the algebraic statement in the problem, If

there is' one, and then continue. That is, mike all possible

transformations.

01,

31.



28. 9

RefuSe to.look at a form from one particular angle.'

Look .at it from others, too. Take auxiliary lines then more

auxiliary lines.

.,Negate the angle from which you have approached the problem;

Describe M;re

Negaour descriptipn to date..

What 'other description could have taken place?

Where else could you have started?

Give the whole ,thing another Re-interpret

each detail.

See what other people have to say. Talk about the problem
O

with other people.

Ifyou are tired, leave the problem for a while.

Leave it for longer. Do something else for a while.

If it is late at night, leave it and go to bed. Perhaps in

the morning you will have an idea, or a fresh course will

*occur to you. \

If you are taking an examination, go on to another problem.

Come back to it later. Perhaps you will now be able to see a

new approach.

To recapitulate: If you get stuck with a problem, of whatever

iif,your research projectbogs do4n; if you feel unable to press

forward despite the description you have made, then I repeat,, make a

careful analysis of what you have done. Classify your actions into

similar groups, if there are any. And finally, make all possible

negations: - One of.them will show the correct way to the solution. But
A'

t.i,e4-it- does not, don't give up. Carry on and find more negations.

32
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A Solution Process Based on the Method of Description

This section presents a more specific version of the method of

description in the , 'form of an informal specification of a

problem-solving process. A goal of this formulation was to provide, a

basis for formulating the method expliCitly, ms.a.computer program.

.Several slightly different lists of component processes could be

made. The method of description refers to'how we canfind the'crucial

idea, 'tot to how to-produce the whole problem solution. .However, with...
the addition of a few miore co:Ivo:lents, our list of processes can give,

the whole solution. We can decide, about these few extra things, so that

our list could better be used With certain classes. oflmOblems, for

example, problems to prove. We can make a somewhat longer list if we

want to fit more classes of problems, but in any case, the method of
. I

description included in the list is essentailly the same. Here I *shall

present such a list, which is most suitable.for proof problems in pure

mathematics.

A List. af, Corpse= Ers2C2fileti

1. Describe of the whole,prdblem -through your known method of

solving: Check whether some method known to you tan be applied

(contradiction, backwards,' sUbgbals, other strategies). If you

failed, go to (2). If some of your known methods seem to be

applicable, but you come to a dead end after trying them, you

can go to (2), then (3), and then (1) again. If you still

fail, follow (6), then (7), then (1) again. A more powerful

trial is to go through (3), (6), (i), (12), and then (1) again.

33
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2. Describe the givens: Without introducing new elements, enrich

the problem space with the goals of any theorems having the

same givens. (Elements in geomeii-y 463 the points, segmerits,

etc.: elements,in algebra are'the variables, etc.)

Describe the main parts of the givens: Enrich the problem

space with the goals of any theoremi that have each of these

parts as their givens. If you apply the contradiction method,

ttach the negation of, the goal to the givens.

4. Now look at the enriched problem space: Is the goal of your

problem included there? If yes, the solution is found.

"=2,1111-

5. If (4) does not succeed, then do\ this: Find all theorems with

the same goal as your problees goal (description of the goal),

put them in random order, and mamine carefully whether the

givens of any of these theorems-are included in the enriched

problem space. If yes, then the initial givens,and the chain

of theorems used to reach all the givens of our theorem,

together with the goal, are the solution. Eliminate' the rest
A

of the elements.

6. If (5)' does not succeed, then do this: Take each subset of the

problem space separately and describe as in'Principle (3). Now

go to (7) .

i.

7. At the new problem space apply process4(6). This is enrichment

by feedback. Go to (8).

.0°
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81 Try process (4).

9. If (8) fails, try process (5).

16. If (9) fails, check why it failed' Find what was missing, a

property, an element, or both. If only a property is missing

(fpr example, the congruence of two angles), follow once mare

the previous ,procedure .(7), (9). If element(s), or elements

and properties are missing, find the case in which their nuMb&

is least. Take this case (out of other theorems, If there are

more than one theorem having the same goal as ours). and add the

missing elements accordlig to the theory. If there are

alternatives to the missing elements, 'choose the one closest to

the givens. If there still is some property missing, in the

new problem space, apply process (6), then (5).>If no property

is missing9 the solution is found (unusual case).

11. If there /is not a backward step from the, goal, so (5) fails

from

then trr the previous procedure again, (5),, (6), etc.

beginning, try to find an equivalent form of it, and

12. If you still fail,, then do this: ivide the initial givens and

the parts of the goal into sub ets containing at least two

things (elements), or
4
elementrafid roperties. Check to see

whether th4se is any theorem w th any of these subsets as

givens. Apply its goals, even if it, introduces new elements.

Now follow again the previous procedure, (1) (11) of

description.

Mk.
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.
I hope that it has alre0y become obvious that our list' tries to

exploit to a maximum degree the Solver's knowledge .of problem solving.

We also consider that the solver has.a good idea' of some methods of

contradiction, working backwards, sUbgoala, and-also that he knOwi when

to apply them (see Widkelgren, 1974). Trying to exploit all the

existing knowledge is the essence of the-method of dIpeription. If some

points of our list are unclear, the following section may help you

because a flowchart will be presented there us51ng the list:

fi

v.
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,A Computer Simulation of the Method of Description

Here a comput9r program will be described which, solves problems

using the method of description. Some alternatives at the level of

detailed iimplementatiati. that can be used will also be described. We

have programmed the model as a pfoduction system written in ACT!'. The

details of the program will not be presented here, but only an outline

of it, and its application in two rather difficult problems. 'The

'application will be based majnly on our list of principles, 1 - 12.

Problem
Statement

Backwards
Productions

Yes
N

Flexibility
Productions

4

t

es

V

Condition
Productions

Description
Productions

Yes

,Finish

Yes (alternative)

Return to
Problem

No

Finish
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:Figure 6 showS the fundamental ideas of the program in the form of

a flow chart. I will discuss each component of Figure 6 briefly.

The "Problem Statement" is represented as a data structure,

containing the givens and the goal of the problel.

1
The problem-solving knowledge in the program is represented in the

form of productions.' First I will discuss *Backwards Productions."

These are productions colresponding to the goals of the theorems. Eadh:

of these productions tries to match the goal of a problem,tip_the goal of

one of the theorems.' If such a matching succeeds, then, the program.
N

comes to the "Condition Productions." If not, it comes to the

"Flexibility Productions." If it comes to the "Condition P.roductio?q,"

it does "Dacription of the Goal." If it finds the theorem or the

theorems that correspond to the goal found 'in the

"Backwards Productions," then it tries to match the givens of the

problem to the givenh of any of these theoremS. If such a matching

succeeds, then the solution is found. If not, then the program comes to

the "Description Productions."

The "Description Productions" are the most important part of the

program because here the reel description. takes place, enriching the

givens by a forward procedure. The following strategy is used: First,

the program stakes all the theorems, and divides themAnto two classes.

The one class contains theorems that simply transform a statement into

an equivalent one, or build relations without introducing new elements.

For example, the associative law, which transformsa +,(b + c) into (a +

b) + c, or the property of the identity element, which here transforms

a,0 into a + 0 = a. The second class contains theorems that 'introduce

t
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new elements. For example: two points A,B give a segment AB, or if "a"

is 4;$ur element, then there is " -a" -which is the inverse' element, a +

(-a) = 0.

The program uses the., first class of productions to produce new

statements without making dangerous ,enrichments of the problem space by

introducing new elements. 'After the theorems on the first list are

applied to the givens of our problem, the 'process.returns'ta the

"Backwards Productionsw.' If no solution is found in the. new enriched

problem space,, the program makes one more description by feedback and

goes to the beginning again.'

If there sill is no solution, then new elements are introduced

economically, one by one. When atnew element is introduced,, the program

goes back to the first list, etc. The,nuMber of'timesthe program' will

run the first list before coming.to the second can be decided by.,the

user. retails such As use of a new element right from the beginning, or

the order of thsOrems in lists also can be changed to vary the

programs's.performance. Such Changes wgpla sometimes change the speed

of Solution; because they would speed up the enrichment of the problem.

space. (The feedback procedure is undhanged by such variations.)

The program has the possibility of finding different, solutions ':to

the same problem. For example, if in the "Conditions Production" there

are two or, three theorems with the same goal, ,and if it happened that we

found a solution by matching the first theorem in this list, a different

solution could be obtained by changing the order of 'those. theorems.
. ",

Thus, the program can be used to generate a set of' possible solutions to

the problem relative to the set of-theorems, or it can warn us if the

problem cannot be solved with these theorems.

39
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Two alternative processes involvelthe action that follows the

"Description Productions." Instead of coming to "Backwards Productions,

the process could come to another production, a single' one called

"Return," where there are only two conditions. The ondition contains

the whole stat nt of our prdblem, the givens and the goal. If thel

program em both in the enriched space after the description,

then the solution is found. This is clarifiedin the following example:,
*

If we-want to prove that in a ring we have a x 0 = 0, we take the givens

and apply description. Then coming to the enriched problem space, the

program checks to see whether such a relation, a x!O = 0, exists. This

process also can be used if.we hive a prpoblem in geometry, whelp) we want

to prove, for example, that two -segments are equal, a = b., In the

enlarged "givens" space, there may be many such equalities of segments..

That is why the whole problem is included in the test that is made in

the process "Return." Otherwise, the program could not distihguish valid

solutions from-any arbitrary relatioi of equality.

If in "Backwards Productions, ere is no such goal to match, then

, the system comes to the "Flexibility Productions" where it transforms

the,goal into an equivalent one by applying operations. Then the

program returns to the' "Backwards Productions. ". It this does not

succeed, then the program comes to tWe "Description Productions," and

follows the straight-forward procedure. When the "Description" process

bas been preceded by the "Flexibility" process, the Aprogram uses the

"Return Production." If the "Return Production" the program comes

back to the "Description-Productions," etc.

, 4



Application 21 Ple,C=6,44er Program: ExAmplm

±he prbhlem,.. Prove that a x-0 = 0.

*37.

The yrrOgram's solution Q1 th4 prob).em. , The pr gram was given the
following inference rules, in the form of productions:

°

1. If a IS an element, then a= a

2. if'

if a= b, b=c r=> a'°.= c

4. a+b=b+ a

6. a + lb +c) =

a.(bcy = riab)c

.+ 0 = a

(a b)

11., If =. b,

ac

( 4

a =:bd, a +.,,c = b + d

a,b, el a xr," = c is element, a +' = d is element

14. if a is an element, there is -a: a + (-a

15. \,,Substitution law ,

41
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16

Properties (2), (4), (5) were automatically applied by the program.

`Properties (6), (7), (10), (12 were given in this way: If you see

the first.siOe anywhere, .you can replace it by the second, i.e., if you

see a(b + g) = d ab t ac---4=-4z1 _

Property (9) has the meaning of the uniqueness of 0,.which was also

proved by our program before. (It is not included the proof given

below.)

Properties (13) and (14) were programmed not to be used at the

binning, but after a repeated failure. (In order. to avoid introducing

neuelementswhich-mlight dangerously enlargebeLprohlem space, they are_.

the second list of the "Description Productions".)

The'progriM was/ run in theee different ways. pesented here will'

be one of them, which,was done in 21 steps:
410

We have,the given.

2. We have the goal. S

No
The program looks at the list of.the goals, and it cannot find

any goal like a x 0 = 0 (Backwards procedure).

4. The program decides to transform (a little?) the goal to an

equivalent one, so it takes the first side, goes through the

theorems and sees that it can match with (13). So it

transforms. the goal a x 0 = 0 into v2 = 0 where y2= .a x

5. The program now comes back to the list'of goals and tries to

'match, any. Then it sets that it cM1 match the goal of Theorem

(9) .

42
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6. Next the program looks for tile condition of, the Theorem (9),

that is, for a + m2 = a 'in the problem space.

The program fails to find this, so it starts describing.

The program tries the reflexive law, sees that that it can be

applied, and it does so; v1 = v1.

Since v1 and 0 exist and iltroperty. (8) can be applied, the

program builds the relation v1 + 0 = v1 .

10 . The program *ails at Th4;orems (6), (7), (8)

11. The program tap.* at Theorems. (9) , (10) .

12. The program "succeeds in Theorem (11) because here we have two

equalities v1 = v1 annd +, 0 = vi . Here the relation, vi

+ 0) = v1 vi is built.

MOW
13. The distributive law is applied: v1 v1 + v10 = v1 vi .

14. The program checks whether the proof is found, by looking at

the enriched space for both relations: a .+ v10 = a, v10 = 0.

15. It fails, fond starts again describing from the .beginning by.

feedback .(6) . Although we had decided not to introduce-new

elements, in order to avoid dangerous enlargements, a. new

element was mistakenly introduced: vi V1 + v10 was named as a

new element. Fortunately enlargement was not too large! So

here the reflexive law is applied to the hew element vi +

vi 0 = v1 v1 '+ v1 0 .

43



16. Theorem (8) is applied:. vi + v1 0 + 0 = v1 + vt. 0. "

17. Theorems fail (6), (7), etc.

18. vi V1 + v1 0 = W vi 4 v10 = 0, Theorem' (9) is applied.

19. It assures that Theorem (11) is already applied.

20. It assures that the distributive. law Is already applied.,

21. It checks and finds both the givens, (v1,0), and the goal,

(v1 x 0 = 0), in the enriched problem space. So it reports

"Finish,* that proof is found.

We made two alternative versions of the above program. ' In the

first changed the order of the theorems, so that (9) was put after

(12). Here we also made the program go to the "Backwards Productions"

after description. In this way, the-solution was found sooner. The

second alternative used a forward procedure by describing (eliminatin4

"Backwards") and again the solution was found sooner.

Here is an outline of the solution of the problem to prove a x 0 =-

0, following failure of an attempt to solve tile problem by backward

search.4

description (reflexive law)

a + 0 = a . description (identity element property)

4Often in the,past I have given this problem to students of mine. .

They_ found it extremely difficult to solve. They could not make thia
col9dinations (1) - (2) - (3) - (4).

44
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'a(a + 0) = a x a description by feedback ,(uniqueness of

operation)

(a x a) + (a x 0)

(distributive law)

Trials-fails

a x a description by feedback

4

5. (a x a) +-(a x 0) = (a x a) a x description by

feedback (reflexive law,,useless )

6. (a x a) + (a x 0) + 0' = (a x a) + (a x 0 description by
feedback (idontity element,' useless)

7. (a x a) + x 0) =,a x a .4 a x 0

identity element)

8. Proof is made.

42,p litat1411% 321 the Commuter Program: ExaZtazt 2

(uniqueness of

A short version of the solution for a geometry problem will be

,presented here, as it was done by the Program. The usual theory of

geometry was used.

A

45
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The problem. A scalene triangle ABC is given. We extend AB and AC

so that BD = CE, and we draw the segment DE. The.goal is to prove that

DE > BC (see Figure 7).

Ihe prmgramLa solution a the problem.

1. The program goes to the Backwards Productions, and tries to

find any theorem with the same goal. Three such theorems

should be found.'

a. If ABC, A'B'C' are triangles and AB =

= A'C', IA > 1A', then BC > B'C'.

If ABC is a triangle and iB > LC,titaa00AC > AB.

c. If AB > DC and DC > EF, then'AB > EF.

2. Then the program comes to the next list of',*productions, and

tries to see if the givens of any of ;he la, lb, lc are

included in the givens of our probrem.This fails and so

description !karts:

3. In this case, the'program was run. with introduction of ay

auxilliary element from the beginning. So, while the'ptogram.

applied the definition: If P,Q are pointS, then PQ is. a

segment; it built up the, segment BE. In the next productions

of the dedcription, the program applied all the. theorems of

gepmetry that were applicable so:

4. It noted the existence of e triangles ABC, ABE, 'BCE, BDE,

ADE.

5.. It noted their sides, their angles.

6. It noted the external anglIps of triangles ABC, ABE, BCE.

46
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7. It found relations between external angles and internal

1113.0e

L.DBC > /BAC

./DBC > 4ACB.

IBAE"

/DOE > 4AEB,'etc.

43.

ones,

8. The program noted congruence between the angles such as LBEC =

/BEA, [ED = 4,BibitA; etc.

9. The program applied the substitution law in (6) and-(7), so

yielded /Mg y 4CEB.

it

-TO:Alter. this, the program 'Came back to ,the backwards procedure.

It found that a mitching occurs with case la, and'reported

"Finish," that As, proof is found.

An alternative' to was run, where instead of 'going back to

"Backwards Productions" after the description, it came back to "Return."

Here the situation ,givens-goal is matched to the enridhed problem

(as ,in the previous pxample),$

space

*

Discgaaion. In the "Description Productions," the 'order of the

theorems was Such that a quick solution was produced.

solution would be found after the second or at most the

Otherwise, the

third use of

"Description" by feedback description. We also omitted a large number

of theorems in the productions, because they would not

problem (so it would just be a pain for us to write

example,' the theorems on parallels). But, if in spite of

"written down all the theory of geometry in the, form of

47

apply in this

them down, for

this, we had

the production
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system we refer to here, a quite feasible task, then it is obvious that

the description of the geometry problem included in the Method of

Description section, could have been made very easily by our program,

perhaps more easily than it wasmade by the students.

go'
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Conclusion

Finally, some general requirements that should be fulfilled by a

good problem solver, either a computer program or a human solver, are:
4

1. In th4,TM, there should be all the required' knowledge for the

problem (axioms, definitions, theorems, etc.). As you cannot

produce energy from zero, so you cannot produce a new piece of

knowledge from none. One could argue here that some of the

required knowledge can be built up by combining thd previous

theorems, axioms, etc. For instance; if there is a. chain of 40
0 7

theorems in an algebra textbook, and we ask somebody to prove

the fortieth theorem by using only the first twenty ones, one

could argue that the required knowledge exists, -since the
OF

omitted theorems can be prov;4;etC. But since, as we have

already said, every solution includes, more or less, some trial

and error, the prObability'of succeeding in a very long chain

of successful trials is very small, if there are time limits.

(In the history of science, where no time limits exist, months,

years, or even centuries have sometimes been needed.)

2., The description method, as we have it here. The solver must be

able to apply the method easily.

4

The method of getting out of lobps. The solver must be able to

apply this method easily, too.
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Heuristic strategies,are always welcome, because they can speed

up the way to the solution. They should be placed in the first

step of the description method, and they can be well adapted to

our computer program, as_a part of the theory. They are more

valuable in practical matters, such as in the usual

examinations in schools,, universities, etc., but are less

useful in real research, in original problems, and in domains

other', than the ones to which they refer: For example, algebra

strategies are almost useless for physics.

e method of subgoals. The solver should be able to decide at

the very first stepsibf the description whether this powerful

method can be used.

6, The working backwards method. The solver should know when and

how to use it (see Wickelgren, 1974).

The contradiction method,. The solver, hereavalso,

when and how to use it (see Wickelgren, 1974).

The three methods, (5), (6)

computer program that we

should know

, and (7), could be included in the

already presented, after a partial

differentiatiOn of the production. We have

contradiCtion method in solving two-problems.

11(

already used the*
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